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ABSTRACT
This report presents a generalization and updating of the Utility-Owned Solar Electric System (USES) method-
ology [Doane 19761, which is in widespread use throughout the energy generation systems analysis community.
The major new contributions are these:
(1) Relaxation of the ownership assumption.
(2) Removal of the constraint that all systems compared must have the same system lifetime.
(3) Explicit treatment of residual system value at the end of system life. (Removal of the assumption that all
components within a system have lifetimes commensurate with the system lifetime.)
(4) Explicit treatment of variations in system performance with time.
(5) Explicit treatment of tax incentives, including use of the investment as a tax shelter. Tax incentives incor-
porated include investment tax credits, solar tax credits, property tax rate, accelerated depreciation, and
capital gains.
(6) Incorporation of financial benefits of usable thermal energy. u- t ility buy-back (in parallel or simultaneous
nwde) of excess electricity generated, capacity displacement amt fuel savings credits, and, where appro-
priate, roof credits.
The net present value of the system, viewed as all is determined by consideration of all financial
benetits and costs (including a specified return on investment). Along the way, life cycle costs, life cycle revenues.
and residual system values are obtained. Break-even values of system parameters are estimated by setting the net
present value to zero. While the model was designed for photovoltaic generators with a possible thermal energy
byproduct, its applicability is not limited to such systems.
The resulting Owner-dependen. Methodology for Energy Generation system Assessment (OMEGA) consists of
a few equations that can be evaluated without the aid of a high-speed computer.
This report is published in two volumes. Volume I is a self-contained summary, and call 	 thought of as a
user's guide to the application of OMEGA. Volume II gives the complete derivation.
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I . INTRODUCTION
The Utility Owned Solar Electric Systems (USES) methodology [Doane 19761 1 is widely accepted and used
throughout the country as a standard for the evaluation of the economics of utility-owned electrical energy genera-
tion systems. (in contrast to the scope suggested by its name, there is nothing in the methodology that precludes its
application to the evaluation of the economics of other electricity generation technologies than solar — "advanced",
conventional, or an arbitrary combination.)
1.1 Contributions Of The Owner-dependent Methodology For Energy Generation System Assessment (OMEGA)
During the four years since USES was published, it has become apparent that there is a need for the capability
to explore the impact of different ownership options, to incorporate a variety of potential system-related savings, to
remove some of the analytical constraints, and to treat some of economic factors more explicitly, while still main-
taining a simple methodology so that a high-speed computer is not essential. The major contributions of OMEGA
are described below:
(1) Figure 1 (the frontispiece) describes pictorially how OMEGA can be used to find normative prices and
break-even values of parameters.
(2) The assumption that the system under consideration is owned by a utility has been expanded: OMEGA is
applicable to the evaluation of the economics of electrical and/or thermal 2
 energy generation sys:•ms
owned by a utility (privately owned or municipally owned), a business, or a consumer3 . Systems can be
new construction or retrofit construction — only homeowner-owned retrofit systems are considered here,
but it should be noted that only the numerical values of parameters, and not their mathematical re!ation-
ships in the model, are affected by this distinction. Also, systems can be grid-connected or stand-alone.
Owners of grid-connected systems may sell all of the electricity generated by the system to the electric
utility and buy all the electricity needed or they may use as much of the system-generated electricity as
they need, sell excess electricity to the utility and buy back-up power when needed. Some owners may
also have the option of purchasing the system as a tax shelter, in which case they will normally resell the
system after a relatively small number of years.
(3) The constraint that all systems compared must have the same system lifetime has been removed by leveliz-
ing the system energy price in constant energy dollars, instead of constant nominal dollars. Of course, if
systems with different lifetimes are compared, s'vstem lijetitne becomes one of the relevant decision criteria,
which is not the case if those lifetimes are the same.
(4) The implicit assumption that the value of the system drops abruptly to zero at the planning horizon has
been removed by explicit treatment of the residual system value. This is a particularly important extension
to USES when the discount rate is small enough and/or the planning horizon close enough that revenues
and/or costs anticipated after that time are not negligible. It 's also important because the investment
horizon need not be a common multiple of the lifetimes of system components.
1 The USl S methodology is referred to so often in this document that the bibliographic reference
	 [Doane 19761
	 is not repeated
after this point.
2 Sa1c of thermal energy is not frosted
3 The tern consumer is used here in its conventional sense as meaning a private individual lot family). rather than in its precise sense
of 'one who or that which consumes." Since consumer o%nership of an energy generation system almost implies that the consumer
is a homeowner. that term is uccasionally used when the context makes it appropriate.
(5) Variations in system performance over time (due zo modular construction, predictable weather variations,
degradation, maintenance, etc.) are treated explicitly.
(6) Tax incentives are treated simplistically in USES, by an "effective income tax rate." though an appendix
does provide for explicit consideration of investment tax credits and depreciation. In OMEGA, investment
tax credits, solar tax credits, component-specific accelerated depreciation, arrd possible capital gains (due
to the interaction of inflation with accelerated depreciation) benefits of resale of the system are all treated
explicitly.
(7) While OMEGA is normally applied separately to each system to be compared, it is also possible to compare
each system against a baseline scenario. In this mode of application, capacity credits can be taken for
capital expenditures (e.g., for generation capacity) that can be deferred (or avoided altogether) as a result
of installing the system under consideration, and fuel savings credits can be taken for e>,penses (e.g., for
fuel) that can be avoided. In addition, roof credits can be taken for capital savings that may result from
physical attributes of the system (e.g., use of collectors as roofing material) not directly related to the
system's function as an energy generator.
(8) The "bottom line" of USES was the normative s ystem energ} , price (identified there as the busbar eneW,
cost), with the system's life cvcle cost and annualized cost as intermediate results. OMEGA also produces
the break-even sellback price (which is the normative s ystem ene?V price for grid-connected systems if
all of the energy produced is sold to the utility), the system's life cvcic revenues, residual system value,
and net present Yalu •, and the procedure for finding the break-even numerical values of any of the
exogenous  variables.
1.2 Limitations
While OMEGA has a considerably wider scope than USES, the objective of keeping the analysis simple enough
to avoid the necessity of high-speed computers to perform the computations has ruled out treatment of the follow-
ing issues:
(1) "rite value of a good depends upon the need fur that good. Since t y re timing of needs for energy does not
necessarily match the timing of energy available from the system under consideration, a single price per
unit of energy (or a single break-even buy-back price in th_ case of grid-connected systems) may be too
coarse a measure of value for some purposes. Time of day pricing and value determination is dealt with in
detail in the Lifetime Cost and Performance (LCP) computer model (burden 19801.
(2) Changes in economic conditions can have profound impacts on the viability of specific investments. While
USES and OMEGA both assume that inflation, escalation, interest, and related rates are constant, the
Alternative Power Systems Economic Analysis (connputerl Model (APSEAM) provides the capability to
deal with these variations lDavis 19801.
(+) The OMEGA model, while considering the system owner's tax environment in some detail, does contain
some simplifying assumptions. For example, the owner's marginal tax rate does not depend or, system
benefits or costs. In addition, the complications resulting from the carry-forward, carry-back, and refund-
ability of tax losses and credits (but not those losses and credits themselves) are ignored. The APSEAM
computer model (Davis 19801 can be used to study the effects of these factors.
'I The exogenous ronabies are thou that the user of the methudolog) must supply as Input.
1.2
11 4) The capability is provided to explore the tax advantages resulting from resale of the system at a price
higher than the depreciated value on the owner's ta- books. However, finding an optimal value of the
timing of such a resa.e of the system — or of any Exogenous (i.e., input) variable — must be performed by
the user of OMEGA. Furthermore, only one resale is considered; if the user wishes to select between pur-
chase of a new, a second-hand, a third-hand, etc., system as a tax shelter, the user must investigate ea h
alternative as a separate system, each with its own input data.
(5) System performance is exogenous (i.e., input) to OMEGA, as are any capacity credits and fuel swings creditf.
In practice, these factors depend upon the resultant system economics. The LCP computer model [Borden
19801 treats the dynamic interaction between performance and economics explicitly. In a utilityowned
system, the analysis must take into account the effect of the system under consideration on the dispatching
of other energy generation systems already in the grid; a utility simulation model, such as Sti -SGEN (Finger
19791 is required to determine that interaction. A dynamic utility expansion model is needed to provide
good estimates of capacity and fuel sa:tngs credits over a time span of years.
(6) OMEGA provides an estimate of the minimum value of the sellback price that would make the system under
consideration economically viable as an investment. Federal Energy Regulatory Cos»mission regulations
[FERC 19801, however, require that that price reflect the utility's net avoided cost. This., in turn, depends
upon factors that are not directly related to the system unde, consideration, such as the penetration of
weather-dependent systems into the grid. Thus, it is difficult to knew to i,',at the OMEGA estimate of the
break-even sellback price should be compared — unless, of course, there is a sellback price offered by the
utility. An estimate of that sellback price could be cotained by application of OMEGA (or, better,
APSEAM [Davis 19801 ► to the full utility system w i th and without a suitable number of systems of the
type under consideration included in the generation mix; again, a utility simulation and expansion model,
along with LCP [Borden i9801 .  would be required.
(7) OMEGA allows for ,onsideration of systems from which only excess electricity is sold to the utility. The
amount which is excess is supplied exogenously, and depends not only on the system itself, but on the
specification of an appropriate time base (instantaneously, hourly, monthly, or whatever). The time of day
detail in LCP [Borden 19801 could be used to generate this information.
1.3 Approach
The OMEGA approach is a straight-forward modeling of all of the financial benefits and costs (including a speci-
fied return on investment) throughout the system life and beyond, assuming that system components are replaced
when necessary and that system perornances follows a predictable pattern. Capital expenditures on system compo-
nents are assumed to recur, increased by inflation, at the end of component lifetimes. The system performance
pattern is assumed to repeat with a known period. Most of the cost elements are derived from the capital expendi-
tures, others are supplied exogenousl­ . Financial benefits are assumed to grow at the rate of energy price escalation.
The collection of subnrodels thus produces tune sequences of benefits and costs, expressed in nominal dollars.
The lift, c.t'ch, revenue is defined as the suit of the present values of all of the financial benefits up to the end of
the system lifetime. The lift, cy vcle cost is the sum of the present values of all of the costs over the same time period.
The residual s ystenr value is defined as the n_t ent value of all financial benefits and costs that occur after tae
end of the system lifetime, and depends upon the fate of the system at tLat tune.
1.3
The net present value of the system is defined as the lye cycle revenue minus the lije cyc le cost plur the residual
system value.
The normative system energv price is that value of the system energy price or of the sellback a tergy price which
would make the net present value of the system equal to zero. The equations given here for the normct:ve system
energy price are bawd on the assumption that the system will contin-_ A to be used (rather than salvaged) after ;he
end of t,.e system lifetime.
Break-even numerical values of other v2riables are these values — if they exist — that would make the net present
value of the system equal to zero, given that all other exoEenous varicbles are at their nominal values, that the system
energy price (if relevant' is e,;, ual to the retail price of grin energy, 1 that the sellbacA energy price (if relevant) is
exogenously specified.
The remainder of this volume presents the OMEGA .1gorithm in its full generality. Appendix A contains a work-
book format that may be used to organize and presen , the results. (The workbook does not contain enough space
to peiftnm the actual calculations.) Curtailment of funding precluded the preparation of a BASIC compute ,
 ^rogram,
which was intended to provide verification of the algorithmic details as well as computational convenience.
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2. CALCULATE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS
Input
(b, = Escalation factor for the price of capital goods from the base year to the start of system operation
(at t = 0).
^$ = Inflation (of dollars) from the base year to the start of system operation.
Compute
0'. = ^^/rhs , the real escalation of capital prices from the base year, Yn , to the start of systems operation.
Input
k = miscount rate, in percent per year. This rate expresses the way in which the timing of a cash flow affects
the worth of that cash flow to the prospective owner. (All percentages, of course, must be divided by
100% before they are used in calculations).
g, = Capital cost escalation rate, in percent per year.
Compute
R, = (1 + g,)/(1 + k), the discounted escalation rate for capital goods.
Input
Yr, = Base year for constant dollars. Prices computed by application of this methodology are expressed in
constant dollars corresponding to the beginning of this year.
Y, = Year of first usable energy production. The first financial benefits are obtained at the end of this year.
All times are expressed relative to the beginning of this year (that is, t = 0 on January 1 of Y,.). In addi-
tion, this is the present for present value computations.
j	 = Type of capital good. For example: j = "W" denotes working capital.
to
 = Time at which the system starts full capacity operation.
tj = Time, with respect to Y,o , at which funds for capital goods of type j must be expended, expressed in
years.
tf = Time of the first system resultant cash flow, expressed in years after the star t
 of system operation.
(Thus, its numerical value will usually be negative.)
N = System lifetime, expressed in years. The system lifetime marks the dividing time between life cycle costs
and residual system value.
1.5
C, = Purchase cost of capital goods of type j, expressed in base year dollars ($b). This cost includes any allow-
ance for construction contingencies that may be necessary.
6 1 = Additional cost of replacement of capital goods of type j, expressed as a fraction of the capital cost of
initial installation.
l. i = lifetime (i.e.. replacement period) of capital goods of type j, expressed in years.
Note: Working capital (j = "W') may be included among the types of capital if desired. if an estimate of the
parameters is available, use it. if it is desired to produce an estimate here, use the algorithm without working capital
to obtain estimates of xpm ,. , spm,, tpm^, a^:d bpm 4,, input the values of
! = Operating expense coverage period, the time (asua!ly a fraction of a year) for which the system owner
must be able to cover operating expenses out of working capital. The numerical value of this factor is
detennined by the "lumpiness" of revenue and cost cash flows and by (lie diffetences in their timing.
If the owner has sufficient flexibility to defer payment of costs, without penalties, the numerical value
could he zero.
aad
si = ;;pares fraction for capital goods of type j, expressed as a fraction of purchase cost. The numerical value
dep—nds on the specific system design; a small system will often have no spares.
Then, unless 1 is ze10, estimate the net annual olxrtting expense by
.1" h
 xpr►r,
(I-o)^nrr^ +ijrw-(I-T)atpnrjp-a(1 -T).^'hp►n^^l:' 	ifa#1
OPR =
	
.1"h xpr ►► "	 a IPM ^
(I - T) hI	 ,	 bp►►r,,	 1r ^'	 if a	 I=I 
Then, the estimated working capital is given by
(	 = 1 011R+`:1 sI ('r,
and its parameters are given by
► µ, = 0, 1, µ. _ ^, U ti, = I , S it = 0, µ t , µ, and µr{µ, = inelevent, TI it = irrelevant, and J µ, = 0.
Fur cacti value of j , compute
C/rr	 =	 Capital investment in capital goods of type j at time i expressed in Sr.
1-b
by
C 4),( 1 +g,)ri	 for t=ti
Clir =	 ( 1)
C4"(1+g^,)r(I+6i)	 for t=ti+L,,ti+2Li,...
Compute l
Of = Capital investment at time t, expressed in S,,
by
(1 , =	 aI.	 (2 )
i
Then, compute the following for each j:
(1) C7 ,i
	= Sum of the present values of all capital investments of type j, expressed in $h.
_CICl^^	
`h$ L (I +k )r
r
 R C - . 1 +(1 +S.) — ^ `
	 (3)I	 r	 L.
I-R'
(_') C%►tvc i = Sum of the present values of eapital investments of type j, possibly made before, but not depre-
ciated until after, the end of the system lifetime, expressed in $h.
I	 m	 (/^ r
Ouse.;
	
^ I	 ,	 (4)$ 1  0+k)
(3) U
	
= Sum of the present values of capital investments of type j, mode during the system lifetime and
depreciated at least one time (hence the ',h' - I'), expressed in tih.
I	
y -t	 C1
_	 lr
U t.c'c'.i — 4
'S	 r-r^	 (I +k)t
b,
by
by
(5)
1.7
Then, by using:
1	 w+(1 - w)ar Cat
4) E w+(1-w)o (l+k)r
Compute:	 Using the following summation on t:
cr.	 t from t f to
C/ Rsc.j	 t from N to -
c/ ILcc	 t from tf toN- 1
1-H
(6)
3. CALCULATE CAPITAL COST MULTIPLIERS
Input
W
	
	
= Owner-type indicator. If the prospective owner of the system under consideration is a consumer,
w = 0; if it is a company (utility or non-utility), w = 1.
a = Sellback fraction. This is the fraction of the system-produced electrical energy which is sold to the
electric utility grid. Unless the value of a is zero (no Sellback) or unity (all sellback), it is desirable to
obtain this fraction from a simulation of the operation of the system.
at = Fraction of the electrical energy produced by the system during each year t which is sold to the
electrical utility. If the system owner is the utility, this is the fraction sold to some other utility or
the fraction put into storage.
T
	
	
= System owner's marginal income tax rate (combined federal and state) expressed as a fraction of net
taxable income.
µi
	
	
= Depreciation method to be used for capital goods of type j, which may be different for the account-
ing books than for the tax books.
B i
	
	 = Salvage value of capital goods of type j at , he end of their lifetime, expressed as a fraction of purchase
cost.
3.1 Depreciation and Valuation Functions
A	 = Age of capital goods, expressed in years.
DL	 = Depreciation lifetime of the capital goods, expressed in years.
B	 = Salvage value, expressed as a fraction of the purchase price.
µ	 = Depreciation method:
­S1_ " 
	 =	 Straight line
"S YD" = Sum of the years' digits
"DDB" = Double declining balance
DL12	 if DL is even
M	 = Time at which switch is made to straight line =
(DL + 1)12 if DL is odd
dep (A, DL,µ, B ) = Depreciation function, the change in value of capital during the preceding year, where
the capital good is of age t out of a depreciable life of DL, the depreciation method is
µ, and the salvage value fraction is 8.
1.9
0 if A <I
dep (A, DL,µ, 0) 	 _
0 if DL <A
dep (A, DL, "SL ",0) = ^(1 -0)DL if 1 <A<DL	 (7)
dep(A,DL,"SYD,O) = ((1 -0) 2 (DL +I -A) ifI<A<DL
11111 	 DL (DL +1)	 (g)
^-t(1 -0) ( 2DL )(1 
2
DL	 if	 1 <A <M
dep (A, DL, "DDB",O) =	 (9)
(1-0) (1- 2^  )
M (L 1 M)	 if	 M<A<DL
3.1.1 Book Depreciation
For each value of j, compute:
bdep ,i = Present value of book depreciation function
by
bdep (T, Li , µi , Oi)
bdeP,! _	 ,
r-1	 (1 +k)T
Note that the bdep function in the summation is just the dep function of the previous subsection evaluated
with p = p. j and DL = L i . Similarly, the tdep function used in the next subsection is just the dep function evaluated
with µ = ,uTj and DL = TLj.
3.1.2 Tax Depreciation
Compute for each value of j:
tdep ,,i	 = Present value of tax depreciation deductions.
by
tdep	 w+(1 - w)G T tdep(T , L ui3Oi1,i = ^	 (1 1)
T- i w+(I -w)Q	 (1 +k)T
Compute for each value of j:
tdep, SC, i = Present value, as of initial purchase, of the tax depreciation deductions on goods of type j after
the end of the system lifetime.
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by t. 	 ^	 t.i
tdepksc,i =	
Gjt	 _flit t
S r= If (I+k)
t E +
T = N-t t-N 0+k) T=1
w + (l - w)o t+ T tdep(T, Lj , µj , Od	 (12)
	
X w+(1 -w)o	 (I +k)T	 IC/KSC.i
Compute for each value of j:
tdept.cc.i = Present value, as of time of initial purchase, of the tax depreciation deductions on goods of type j
up to the end of the system lifetime.
by
I N-1 C/it N -r w +(1 -w)ot+T tdcp(T,LpPi.Oj)tc/ep t.cc.i	 dra
 E (1 +k)t
	w+ 1 -w ►a	 (1 +k)T	 /CI:.CC.j	 (13)r-1
3.1.3 Book Valuation
sch (A, DL, µ, 0,)	 = Schedule function for the depreciating value of capital of age A when the depreciable
I ife is DL, the depreciation method is µ, and the salvage value fraction is 0, expressed
as a fraction of the initial value.
0 if A < 0
sch (A, bL, M. 0)	 =	 0 if DL <A < actual life
0 if actual life <A
sch (A,DI., -SL ';0) = { 1 -(1 -0) 5L if O<A<DI.	 (14)
sch (A, DL, '.5)'D',0)={ I DL (DL O)1)1(2DL+1)A+A2l if O<A<DL	 (15)
2 A
( 517-
sch (A, DI., "DDB", 0) =
	 (16 )
l	
2 M	
+0if(1 -8) tl - DT	 ( DL-A )DL-M	 h1	 A	 DL
Compute
hsc •h,,i = Present value of book value of capital goods f type j as a multiple of initial price.
by
bsch =
Vj	 T=o	 (1 +k)r
LI bsch (T, L/ , µ/, 8/)	 (17)
Compute
bschRSC,/ = Present value, as of initial purchase, of the book value of goods of type j after the end of the sys-
tem lifetime, taking into account that a non -integral number of replacement cycles may have been
completed at the end of the system life, expressed as a multiple of the value at initial purchase.
by
1	 -N, - t Cli 	 °O	 Cl	 Li	 bsch(T,L ,µ,t3 )
bsch
	
-	
tr	 tr	 / / t
Rsc.i 
- s	 +	 /CIRSC,/	 (l8)r=rf (1 +k)r T"N r ` (1 +k) r =	 0 +OT
Compute
bschtcc,i = Present value, as of the time of initial purchase, of the book value of goods of type i up to one
year before the end of the system lifetime, taking into account that a non -integral number of
replacement cycles may have been completed at that time, expressed as a multiple of the value
at initial purchase.
by
1 N - t	 Clir	 N-t-t bsch(T,Li.µi,9i)
bsch r.cc,i	 /ClLcc,i
	
(19)
^'a ' , ?f 0 +k)r	 T=o	 (I +k)T
3.1.4 Tax valuation
Compute
tschvi = Present value of tax valuation function.
by
LFI 1 -r w+ 1 -w)o	 tsch T,L
tsch^i	 1 -r (w+(1 -w)aj	 (1 +k)T
T=o
	
(20)
Compute
tschRSC,/ - Present value, as of the time of initial purchase, of the tax value of goods of type i after the
end of the system lifetime, taking into account that a non -integral number of replacement cycles
may have been completed at that time, expressed as a multiple of the value at initial purchase.
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by
I N-1 C11 	
L^i	 oo	 Cfi t
 Li-1
tschRSC.i =	 E + ^	 E^$	 0 +k)t T-N -t	 t=N ( I +k) t T=OI
(21)
1 - r [w + (I - w)at+T ] tsch(T, Li , µi , Oi)
X 1-r[w+(1-w)o]	 (I+k)r	 RSC,
Compute
tschLCCi = Present value, as of the time of initial purchase, of the tax value of goods of type j up to one
year before the end of the system lifetime, taking into account that a non4ntegral number of
replacement cycles may have bc.n completed at that time, expressed as a multiple of the value
at initial purchase.
by
1 N-1	 Clit	 N- I -t 1 -r[w+(1 -(a)ot+T] tsch(T.Li,µi.0i)
tsch LCcj -	 L	 /CILCCj	 (22)^$ t=rt (1 +k)r T=o	 I -r[w+(1 - w )u ]	 0 +k)T
3.2 Insurance Multipliers
By using:
ins
	
_	
1 'r [w+(1 -w) at] R`23
r
1 -r [w+(1 -w)0]	 C	 ( )
Using the Following
Compute: Summation on t:
ins.i 	 =	 Insurance multiplier during and after system lifetime, t from tf to Co.
insRsc.i	 =	 Insurance multiplier after the end of the system litetima. t from N + 1 to ^.
insLCC,i	 =	 Insurance multiplier before the end of the system lifetime. t from t. to N.
3.3 Mortgage Value Function
Input
MP = Mortgage period, expressed in years. Not necessarily assumed to be shorter than the component life-
time. (If the mortgage period differs for different kinds of capital goods, this must be MPi , instead
of MP.)
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i	 Bond or mortgage interest rate, expressed as a percent (of debt value) per year. The numerical value
may depend upon whether the system is new or retrofit construction.
Compute ( for each / if mortgage periods differ for different kinds of capital goods).
sffr MP = Sinking fund factor; the uniform periodic payment, as a fraction of ;he jtnal balance (cf the defini•
tion of the capital recovery factor) that will accumulate (including all interest) in MP periods to
that final balance at a periodic interest rate of i, with interest on the balance compounded every
period.
by
= I
r/[(1 +iuP - iJ for i#0
('4)SA, MP 
^.;MP	 for i =0
Compute (for each j if necessary)
crfi MP = Capital recovery factor; the uniform periodic payment, as a fraction of the original principal, that
will fully repay a loan ( including all interest) in MP periods at a periodic interest rate of i, with
interest on the unpaid balance compounded every period.
by
i/[i-(I+i)-MP[ if i#0:
crfr,nrP =	 (25)
1 /MP	 if  = 0
or
crf.MP	 SIfi.MP+i
For each kind of capital goods, j, compute
mortvi = Sum of the present values, as of the time of initial purchase, of the mortgage value function for
goods of type j, expressed as a multiple of the value at initial purchase. (The value depends upon
the type of capital goods only if the mortgage period also does.)
by
- t^ 	 .,atr-lI +i)7'sf1 i.MP
mart,
	
-----------	 (26)
T-oi	 i(I tk ► t
3.4 Capital Cost Multipliers
Input
r	 = Required (that is, normative) after-tax rate of return on equity investment, expressed as a percent (of
book value of equity) per year.
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e	 - Down -payment fraction, the portion of a capital improvement that lending institutions will not cover.
P,	 - 'Other' (non-income) tax rate, expressed as a fraction (per year) of taxable value.
P3	= Insurance rate, expressed in % per year.
Q3	
- Investment tax credit rate, expressed as a fraction of capital investment.
(14	- Solar (one-time only) tax credit rate, expressed as a fraction of capital investment. Limitations on the
maximum tax credit are ignored, but the effects of such limitations can be approximated by modifying
the value of this input.
F	 = Financing method indicator:
F = I If the system owner is a company (w - I) and the project is to be financed out of the corporate
general fund ( that is, with the company 's constant leverage, partly by debt and partly by
equity).
F = 0 If the project is to be financed by a mortgage; that is, if either the system owner is a consumer
or if the system owner is a company, but the project will not be financed out of the gecr ­al
fund.
The total capital cost multiplier is given by
ccnr vi = IFk+(I- F)rI bsch ,,i +bdep ',+(i -F)(1-c)[(1- r)i -rl
 mort`,i
+ ( I
	 r[w + 0	 w)o)) (3, tsch "i - [w + (I - w)ol [idep
vi 
 + R, C%^`	 (27)
ly
C.( I + 6i ) ins ,,i	 R4	
Cli
rr
+ 0 - r [W + ( 1	 W)ol ) R2 ©^. ----	 ---
	
C/	 (s (I + k)ri4h
 C/vi
The residual capital cost multiplier is given by
ccnr ri = [ Fk + (I - F) rl bsch KSC J + bdep .i + ( I - F  l - c)[(1 - r) i - r l mort,,,
+ 0 - r[w + 0 - w)ol )Q tsch	 - [W + (1 - w)ol r tdep	 +	 C'KSC,iI	 KSC', j	 KSC', i
	
3 t^/	
^
KSC,i
C(I + 6 Vns RSC,I
+ (I - r[w + (I - W)ol )02m
C/KSC.i
04	
Cli
	
11 if ti > N'	 (-g)
r . C/
(I) $0+ k) t	
KSC.i 10 if ti < N
1.15
The (life cycle) capital coat multiplier is given by
ccmi = [ Fk + (I - F ) r I bsch
,,CC, i + bdep ,i + (I - F ) (I - e) [(I - r) i - r [ mort,i
+0 -r Iw+ 0 -w 01) 0 tsch	 - Iw +0 - w)o rtde	 + 0 .1 C1L 	 ]	 (29)
t, cc. i
C. (I + SJ ) ins t.cC,J
	
Qg	 C t'J	1 if ti < N
+(1 -r (w+(1 
-W) 01)02 Or CltC.C.i
	 cis 0 +k ) 'i C/t.CC,i 10 ifti >N I
I-i6
4. CALCULATE ELECTRICAL ' 7NERGY PRODUCED
4.1 Initial Full Capacity System Performance
Input
Z a Nameplate size of the system at capacity, expressed in kWp.
n = Average system efficiency during year to , the first year of fall capacity operation (i e., for t in the
range to
 < t G to * 1)
S = Total solar energy incident on the system during year t o , expressed in kWh/kWp.
Compute
E = Net electrical energy produced by the system during the first year of capacity operation, expressed
in kWh.
by
F = S Z n	 k3o)
4.2 System Performance During Construction
Input
Z, = Average nameplate size of the system in each year t, expressed in kWp (for t > t,, Z, = Z)
n; =	 Average system efficiency, due to the combined effect of all factors, in each year t.
S, = Total solar energy incident on the system during each year t, expressed in kWh/kWp.
Compute
C, = Net electrical energy produced by the system in year t during the period of building up to capacity
operation, expressed ai a fraction of initial full-capacity output. F.
by
e, _	 .S, Z, 17;/F	 for t s:	 (31)
4.3 Relative System Performance After Installation
Input
L = System "revitalization" period, the length of the repetitive energy production cycle, expressed in
years.
t
1.17
1-1 h
Compute
vim n Relative performance, •he net electrica
repetition of the full-capacity system i
of the initial full-capacity output, E. SS
years.
by
»T a (17;Sr)/(n S);	 m M t - to	 for
S. CALCULATE PRICE MULTIPLIERS
5.1 Expense Multipliers
Input
gs = Sellback energy price escalation rate, expressed in % (per year).
0,, = Relative inflation (real escalation) of sellback prices from the base year to the start of system operation.
Compute
R,, = Discounted sellback price escalation rate.
by
R, = (1 +gf )/( 1 +k)
Input
g,. = Energy price escalation rate.
Oe = Relative inflation (real escalation.} of energy prices from the base year to the start of system operation.
Compute
R C = Discounted energy price escalation rate.
by
RC = ( 1 +ge#1 +k)
Input
gx = Growth rate of annual expenses, in percent per year. This factor includes growth due to both increases
in prices and any growth in the amounts of goods and services required.
Compute
Rx = (1 +gx)l(1 + k)., the discounted escalation rate for expenses.
Input
X, = One-time expense (if any) in each year t, expressed in $b . (Replacement costs could be expensed,
rather than capitalized, by explicitly including them in this cost stream and eliminating them from
capital costs by setting b j equal to the negative of Cf for all types of capital for which that treatment
is desired.)
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5.1.1 Repetitive Expenses
By using:
F Rr 
I- 7[W+ (1 - W)O t] ( Z t/Z	 if t < to
r	 Y 1 - T[W + (1 - W)a] , 1
	 if t > t, (33)
Compute:
(1) Z' Present value of total repetitive expenses as a multiplier of the
first year repetitive expenses;
(-') ZKSC Present value of total repetitive expenses made after the end
of the system life time;
(3) ZLCC Present value of total repetitive expenses made during the
system life time.
5.1.2 Non-Repetitive Expenses
By using:
r I -T[W +(1 - W)(rr]
r
Compute:
(1) x ,	 Present value of total nun-repetitive expenses;
(-') 
.VMSC.	 Present value of total non-repetitive expenses after the end
of the system lifetime;
(3) .xt cc	 Present value of total nun-repetitive expenses made during
the system lifetime.
5.1.3 Totai-Expenses
Input
X  =	 Annual expenses when the system is at full capacity, expressed in $b.
Ox =	 Relative growth (real escalation) in annual expenses from Y  to Y,0.
Using the following
summation on t:
t from t f to _.
t from N + 1 to —.
t from t f to N.
(34)
Using the following
summation on t:
t from r, to ^.
t from N + 1 to
t from t  to N.
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(1) Compute
xpm V = Total expense multiplier, the present value of all expenses, expressed as a multiple of
annual expenses when the system is at full capacity.
by
xpm " _ (1 - r[w + (1 - w)01) Ox (ZV + X
x
b
	 (35)
(2) Compute
rxpm
	
	
= Residual expense multiplier, the present value of all expenses after the end of the system
lifetime, expressed as a fraction of annual expenses when the system is at full capacity.
by
rxpm = (1-r[w+(1-w)G])¢ ( ZRSC	 X
+ xX )
x 
b
(3) Compute
xpm
	
	
= Expense multiplier, the present value of all expenses during the system lifetime, expressed
as a multiple of annual expenses when the system is at full capacity (Xb).
by
xpm = (1 - r[w + (1 - w)ol ) Ox ( Ztcc + xX C)
	 (37)
b
5.2. Sellback Energy Price Multipliers
(1) Compute
bpm , = Total sellback energy price multiplier.
By:	 If v = 0. bpm . = 0
r" u
	
Rr„	
11
0r {in	
1
By:	 If a	 0. bpm ,, = 4S 11 + ^c ) 1/Z	 -r Rs er + -- S `	 ---o -- RS'	 nn^ (38)
f= if a	 1- RS n I	 °
(2) Compute
bpm	 = Sellback price multiplier during the system lifetime.
(36)
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By:	 Ifa-0 , bpm=0.
If a # 0, and N G to,
N a
bent = 0' (1 +gs )-1/2	 Rs et
r- rI• a
If  # 0 and N > t .
with n = in  [(N- to)IL)] - 1, where int(A) = the integer part of 
rO a
bpm = 0, (I +gs )- 1 / 2 	! Rs er
t If
RS„ (1 - Rs l. ) 	!.	
at11
^ rn
	
I - R !.	 a	
s 77"'
=)
	
s	 rr, 
Y -(t„+n l.) or +rn
	
t 	 Rm
s	 L.^	 a	 s nrn'
nr l
(3) Compute
rbpm	 = The sellback price multiplier after the system lifetime.
By:	 If  = 0. rbpm = 0.
	If a	 0 and ,V S t,,.
rrr,
rbpr ►t = 4rs (I +g )-1/2	 L^	
or 
R S er
+
	
Rs, ^m
	
I- R ' -
	
n, 1
	
a
If (Y t0 and X>t
	
!•	 at ,+nt
	
rb/rni = ms 11 +gt)- 1/ 2  RJ„ +n 1.	 [^ 	 ,	
Rs' ern
R ='	 1, 	 ar„ • m	 1
	
+ -	 -	 Rm
	
1 - R ! ”	 a	 s 
nm ^m 1
(39)
(40)
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3i5.3 11amd EnerV Price Multpllera
Input
a - Value of system-produced thermal energy in the first year of full capacity operation (to < t < to + 0.
at = System-produced thermal energy value in year t, expressed as a fraction of the value the system-
produced electrical energy would have at the grid price of electricity, P.
(1) Compute
tpm,	 = Total thermal energy price multiplier. This factor is the sum of tpm and ►rpm.
By:	 Ifa=0,tpm,=0
Ifa#0,
+	 ^l^	
to	 a t	 R",	 t,	 at
!p►q ^. = Qr (1 qP )-	 — Re t• t + ---r	 °
+m
— R"' Tlm (^(	 (41)
l r rt a	 1 -Re m I
	
a	 1
(2) Compute
tpnr	 - Thermal energy price multiplier during the system lifetime.
By:	 Ifa=O, IPM =0
Ifa#0 and N<t.
N a
e(l +9e
t=ter f
Ifa#O and N>t.0
tprn = 0 (1 +X )-^l'	
to a 
R r e' + R`
o (1 
-R`,- )	 I	 afo'm Rr mt	 r	 a e r	 r	 r nmr=rf 	 1 - R r	 m•i	 a
	
+ 
R r„+n 1.	 at R,n	 (42)a e nm'
rn I
(3) Compute
rtpm	 = Thermal energy price multiplier after the system lifetime.
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a1,
By:	 If a = 0, rtpm = 0.
Ifa#0 and N<to,
r	 t +l.
°	 a t
	 R °	 L	 at +m
	
rtpm = ^e (1 +ge )- ^ /2 	 Re e+ e	 _ n _ Rm rT
it = N +1 a	 I _R" m=1
	
a	 e m(	 (43)
e
If a* 0 and N > to,
at +mt +nl,	 r	 o
rtpm = 0,( 1 +ge )-' l= R^' 
	
Re' 1m
m-'"Y- (to+nl.)+I	 a
R l-	 I,	 ar +rn
+	 e	 Rm 
17 
111
1- R L (^	 a	 e rn'
e m 1
5.4 Electrical Energy Price Multipliers
(1) Compute
spm ,, = System energy price multiplier, a factor which accounts for the effects of changes in system
capacity and performance and the discounting of escalating financial benefits during and
after the system lifetime. This factor is the sum of spm and rspm.
By:	 If a = 1, spnt " = 0.
If a # 1,
—
rt"	 1 -.0 	 t
	
spm`. = Oe(1 +ge)- 1/2	 F, 1	 - )Reer
t tf 1
R to	 1,	 1-ot+m
+	 e	 1 _ 0 -^ 
Rm
1-R l"	 a ^c"JC m
(2) Compute
spm = System energy price multiplier during the system lifetime.
ev:	 If o = 1,spnt=0.
If a # 1 and N < to,
(44)
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N	 1 -a
spm = me (1 +ge )-11 ^ 	 t R t e1 _ a ^ e t
r=rf
If a * 1 and N > ta,
h	 1 -a
spm = Oe (1 +ge) -11 2 (	 t,Rt et
t=t f 1-a
R^o (1 -Re t') 
E
1 -ato +m
+	
m
m) 
R
L 1 -a
	
e1 -Re	 m=1
N-(+n L)	 l
	
t +nL	
(
1 - 
ata +m
+ 
Reo	
\	 Rm 
17
m=1	 1 - a )	 1
(3) Compute
rspm	 = The system energy price multiplier after the system lifetime.
By:	 Ifa=1,rspm=0.
Ifa# I and N<-t,,
Ito
	
1 -
0
	
rsprn = ¢e (1 + ge )-1 12	 F (	 t R c e r
't-N+1 11 -v
	
Rto +t' I'	 1 -aro+m
I -R" a m^
e m '1
If a * 1 and N > to,
/.	 1 - 0
 +m
rspin = Oe (I tge)-112 Rto +nL	 o	 Rey ^m
rn N-(t ,, 1 `+1	 1 -aV
	
R L	 !.	 I atV
—
+Ind	 1
+	 [[^`	 R e
	
1 - R L	 1 -a	
e ^m
e m'1
(45)
(46)
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6. CALCULATE NET RESALE GAIN
(1) Input
RSLN	 The price at which the system could be resold at time t, expressed in ar.
Compute
RSL t = Revenue from resale of the system at time t expressed in at.
By:
RSLN	 if	 t = N
RSL t =	 (47)
0	 if	 t#N
(2) For each value of j, compute
TVA1,1t = Tax book value based on accelerated depreciation of capital goods of type j, at time t.
STVAL1t = Tax book value based on straight Ane depreciation of capital goods of type j, at time t.
by
TVALit = C1
,,
 
sch(t - t1, TLI , µ 7.l , 01 )	 for all	 t >
and
STVAL1t = C
.^
,
 sch(t - tf TLP "SL'; 01)	 for all	 t > t1,
where the sch functions are as defined by Equations (14) to (16) in Section 3.1.3.
Then compute
TVAL t = Depreciated value (on the tax books) of the system at time t, expressed in $t.
By
TVAL t =	 TVAL1t
1
a.
f. ,
(48)
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ii
Compute
STVAL r = Depreciated value (on the straight line tax books) of the system at time t, expressed in $r.
BY
STVAL r 
= E STVAL,t	 (49)
(3) Input
0 if only accelerated depreciation in excess of decrease of market value is to be recovered.
P	 l
` 1 if all depreciation in excess of decrease in market value is to be recovered.
PUR =	 C!! r - Purchase price of the system, expressed in nominal dollars of 	 (50)
!	 !	 mixed vintage.
RF = Fraction of depreciation which is to be 'recovered'< 1.0.
Compute
O/N
	
	 = The portion of revenues obtained from resale of the system which is designated as ordi-
nary income.
By
O!N = RF {min IRSL,, pPUR +(I - p) STVAL N J - TVALN )	 (51)
(4) Compute
CGN
	
	 = The portion of revenues obtained from resale of the system which is design ated as capital
gain.
By
CGN = RSLN - TVX LN - O/N	 (52)
(5) Input
y = Sellback price ratio. This is the average price obtained from the utility for electricity sold back
to the grid expressed as a fraction (or multiplier) of the retail grid electricity price p.
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Compute
NRG
	
	 - Net resale gain, the present value of the after-tax gain from resale at the end of the sys-
tem lifetime.
By
NRG - RSLN - r[y CG  + OIN J	 (53)
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7. CALCULATE THE BOTTOM LINE
Input
P = System energy price, the marginal cost of electrical energy produced by the system or the price of
system-supplied electrical energy used by the system owner at the start of system operations (t = 0),
expressed in $b /kWh.
p = Price of electrical energy obtained from the utility grid at the start of system operations (t - 0), ex-
pressed in $b /kWh.
.f - Sellback price for electrical energy produced by the system and sold to the utility at the start of
system operations (t - 0), expressed in $b/kWh.
7.1 Present Value of Electricity Not Sold Back
(1) VE	 = Total present value of non-sellback electricity.
VE _ (1 - axP- rww)Espm,	 (54)
(2) VE RSV = Residual value of non-sellback electricity generated after the end of the system lifetime.
VERSV = ( 1 - a)(P - rwp) E rspm	 (55)
(3) VEtcc = Present value of non-sellback electricity generated during the system lifetime.
V Lcc = ( 1 - o)(P - rwp) E spnr	 (56)
7.2 Present Value of Thermal Energy
(1) 771	 =	 Total present value of all system-produced thermal energy.
TH = 0(1 - rw)p E tpm v 	 (57)
(2) THRSV = Residual value of thennal energy after the end of the system lifetime.
THRSV = of I - rw)p E rtpm	 (58)
(3) THLcc = Present value of system-produced thermal energy generated during the system lifetime.
THt.cc 
= Or( 1 - rw)p E tpm	 (59)
7.3 Present Value of Electricity Sold to th, Grid
(1) SB
	 =	 Total present value of system-pruduced electrical energy sold back to the grid.
SB = a(l - r) jO bpm,,	(60)
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(2) RSV = Residual value of electrical energy sold back to the grid after the end of the system lifetime.
SBR s v = all - r) eE rbpm	 (61)
(3) SBLCc = Present value (cat) of electrical energy sold back to the grid during the system lifetime.
SBL Cc = 0(1 - r) JPE bpm	 (62)
7.4 Present Value of Expema
(1) OM	 Total present value of recurrent and one-time expenses for operations, maintenance, fuel, etc.
OM = X  XPM V 	 (63)
(2) OMRS v = Total residual value of recurrent and one-time expenses after the end of the system lifetime.
OUR s v = X b nrpm
	 (64)
(3) OMLc c = Total present value (cost) of recurrent and one-time expenses during the system lifetime.
OMLCr = Xb XPm 	 (65)
7.S Present Value of Capital-Related Costs
(1) CI	 = Total present value of capit-1 investments and related costs.
CI 
= E CI'1 CCmV1	 (66)
1
(2) CIRSV = Present value of c, , : h'el investments and related costs after the end of the system lifetime.
CIRSV =	 aRSC1 ccmri	 (67)
(3) CILCC = Present value of capital investments and related costs during the system lifetime.
CILCC	 CILCC
1 
CCm1
I 
(68)
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7.6 Net Peeeent Value, Uh Cycle Cwt and Residual System Value
Net Praent Value:
Without resale of the system (A - 0)
NPV (with A - 0) - VE + 171 + SB - CI - OM	 (69)
LIne Cycle Cat:
With resale of the system (A - 1).
NPV (with A - 1) - VELCC + THtCC + SBLCC - CIccC - OMLCC + NRG	 (70)
Residual System Value:
After the end of the `system lifetime'
RSV s VE RSV + T"RSV +SBRSV - CIRSV - O"fRSV	 (71)
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8. BEYOND THE BOWOM LINE – BREAK-EVEN ANALYSES
Break-Even System Etfkl`mcy:
Cl + OM	 72
VF+TH+SB +1	
( )
Break-Evtn Grid Energy Price:
G + OM! SB
P	 VF + TH p	
(73)
Brack-Even Energy Production in thz First Year of Capacity Operation:
Cl + OM
t = VE + T!! + SB	
(74)
Break-Even Sellback Price for a Permanently-Owned System (A - 0):
f+'3 C/+ OM -  VE- TH SB	 (75)
Break -Even Sellback Price for a Temporarily-Owned System (A =1):
CY + OM - IT - TH - A'RG
" ^cc
	
11C IC
	 r.cc	 tcc	 75
SBr,c•('
Break-Even Initial System Capital:
where f, s °rice of capital goods of type j, expressed as a fraction of the initial system capital.
C = ( VE + Tll + SB - OM)l E f i ccm V1	('16)
C^ = f'l C = component prices for each j	 (77)
Break-Even Price of Component J:
Cj _ —	 C^`' _
	
—	 (78)
0C R" (I+(I+h j )Rc- j l(1- R e' j
1.3-
m a
_	 4
Other Break-Even Values
The break-even values of any of the input parameters can be found by repeating the analysis, varying the value
of the parameter of interest until the net present value, NPV, equals zero. A warning, however, is in order: Some
parameters do not have enough influence on the net present value to cause break-even conditions, even with unreal-
izable values. Other parameters can solve the break-even equation (NPV = 0) only by taking on such unrealizable
value;. The user of this methodology is responsible for recognizing such results — the algorithm itself contains
nn tests to detect them.
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APPENDIX A. OMEGA WORKBOOK
The complete OMEGA algorithm is described in Sections 2 through 8 of this volume. The derivation of the algo-
rithm, along with discussion of many peripheral issues, is contained in Volume II.
This appendix is intended to provide a convenient format for manually applying the OMEGA algorithm.
The narrative descriptions of variables given here is abbreviated; more complete descriptions may be found in
the body of the document.
The procedure to follow in using this workbook is as follows:
• Start at the beginning and proceed to fill in the blanks sequentially. The instructions may tell you to skip
some calculations, depending on tdhe values of certain variables.
• Boxes en close those variables for which you m, :,upply input values.
• Variables that are not boxed must be calculated; the numbers in parentheses refer to the appropriate
equations in the body of the text. (The simplest equations are repeated here, so that reference back to
the body is not necessary.)
WARNING: All numbers expressed as percentages or as percent per year must be divided by
1009,', before they are used in calculations.
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The Owner-Dependent Methodology for Energy Generation System Assessment
Ys = Base year for current dollars
Yco = First year of system operation. (Defines t = 0)
(P, = Capital cost escalation factor from )b to Y,"
`)s = General inflation factor from Yb to Yb
0, _ (pdfis = Real escalation of capital costs from Yb to Yco
k = Discount rate, in %/yr.
gc = Capital cost escalation rate, in %,/yr.
RC _ (I + gc )/(1 + k) = Discounted escalation rate factor for capital goods.
{j) = The set of types of capital goods. (If it is desirable to include working capital, see the dis-
cussion on page I-6.)
j = means
j = means
j = means
j = means
C = Initial cost for capital of type j, in $b.
t^ = Funding leadtime, with respect to Y,o , in yrs.
Li = Expected useful lifetime in yrs.
0i = Salvage value, as fraction of C .
bi = Additional cost of replacement, as fraction of C.
µTS = Tax depreciation method (SL, SYD, or DDB; usually DDB).
µB1 = Book depreciation method (SL, SYD, or DDB; usually SL).
	
TLj = Tax life (usually a constant fraction, tf =	 , X L,), in yrs.
I-A-2
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a
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j	 C	
/.	 L 	 TLj	 B1
n .
—	 to = Time, with respect to Y,n , of full capacity operation, in' yrs.
tr = Time of first cash flow in yrs. Probably the most negative of the tj.
N = System lifetime, the arbitrary boundary between life-cycle costs and residual
system value, in yrs.
(1) Cl r = Capital investment in j at time t.
For  =
t	 —	 _
CIt
For j =
C/.t
For  = _	 .
t
CI1
For j =
(2) Clr = 1: i CI r = total capital investment at time t.
t
CIt
C1 1
	-	 - -	 -
o	 = Fraction of electrical energy sold to the utility during the first year of full scale
Operation, t0 < t < to + 1.
of	 = Fraction of electrical energy sold to the utility during each year t.
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t
at
t
or
w = Owner type indicator: 0 for consumer, 1 for company
r = After-tax rate of return on equity, in %/yr.
e = Down payment fraction.
R r 	 = Other (non-income) tax rate, in % of taxable value of capital.
02 = Insurance rate; in % of book value of capital.
03 = Investment tax credit rate, in % of investment.
04	 = One-time-only solar tax credit rate, in % of eligible investment.
F = Financing method indicator.
(= 1 if w = 1 and the project is financed cut of a corporate general fund)
(= 0 if the project is financed by a mortgage.)
PV (present value) of Capital Investments in j:
After the End of the	 During the System
Total	 System Lifetime	 Lifetime
(3)	 (4)	 (5)
For j =	
_ . avi _	
, CIRSCJ	 , C1LCCJ
For j = —	 CIvi	 CIRSC,i	 aLCC,i
For j = -_ --	 C1 V/ . CIRSCJ	 C1LCC.i
For j = ---	 Cl,,j	 . CIRSC.i	 . CILCC,j
(b) PV of Capital investments in j weighted by the sellback fraction
NOTE: If ^1 3 = 0. CY:,j , ClksC.i and CI'^ CC i need not be calculated.
If (w I)orif(w* I and a, = o for all t)
then C ^i = CI^ i . Cl!RSC,i = CIRSC,i Cl'LCC.i = Cltcc.i
1-A-4
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After the End of the	 During the System
Total	 System Lifetime	 Lifetime
For j =
	 Cri Cf.
	
, cfLCC.i
For j =	
,Cri	 CrRSC.i
	
. CrLCC,i
For j =	 Cf.	 CrRSC,i
	
CrL Cc, i
For j =
	 Cri	 cf.
 
CrLCC.i
(10) bdep,i = PV of book depreciation function. Note that bdep (T, !, ., µi , oi ) used in Equation (10) is the
function dep (A, DL, p, 0) defined by Equation (7), (81, or (9), evaluated with DL. = L i and
p =,UBj.
For j = bdepti,i =	 _
For j = bdepvi =
For j = , bdepvi
For j = bdepvi =
T = Owner's marginal (federal and state) income tax rate, in of taxable income.
PV of tax depreciation functions:
If T = 0, skip the calculation of tdep t,i , tdepRSC i, and tdep t C,(, j .
Note that tdep (T, Li , pj , oi) used in Equations (11), (12), and (13) is the function dep (A, DL, P, 0)
defined by Equations (7), (8), or (9), evaluated with Dl. =TI., and µ = µTi.
After the End of the	 During the System
Total	 System Lifetime	 Lifetime
(11)	 (1<)	 (13)
For j =	 tdep,i =	 tdepRSC.i
	
tdepLCC.i
For j =	 tdep,,i =	 tdepRSC.i = --	 tdepLCC.i = ---
For j =	 tdep,i =	 . tdepRSC i =	 — . tdepLCC.i
For j =	 . tdep ,,i =	 , tdepRSC.i
	
, tdepLCC,i
1-A-5
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(17) bsch.i = PV of schedule function. Note that bsch (A, Li , pi , Bi) used in Equations (17), (18) or (19)
is the function sch (A, DL, ;A, 8) defined by Equation (14), (15) or (16) evaluated with
Dl, = Li and ;A µBi.
After the End of the 	 During the System
Total	 System Lifetime	 Lifetime
(17)	 (18)	 (19)
For j =	 bsch,,i =	 , bschRSCJ _	 ° bschLCC,i
For j =	 bschvi =	 bschRSC,i =	 , bschLCC,i =
For j =	 bsch,i =	 , bschRSC,i =	 bschLCC,i – —
For i =	 bsch,i =	 bschRSC,i =	 bschLCC,i =
'tote that tsch (T, Li , pi , 9i) used in Equations (20), (21) or (22) is the function sch (A, DL, µ, 6) defined
by Equations (14), (15) or (16) evaluated with DL = TLi and u =µTi.
If 0 1 = 0, the tsch's need not be calculated.
After the End of the 	 During the System
Total System Lifetime Lifetime
(20) (21) (22)
For j = tsch,i = _ , tschRSC. i tschLCC,i
For j = tsch,i = tschRSC,i tscht CC i
Fori = tschVi = tschRSC,i tschLCC,i
For j = _	 tsch,,i = tschRSC,i tschLCC,i
(23)	 Insurance Multiplier:
If 02 = 0, do not calculate ins,i , insRSC i or insLCC,i•
After the End of the During the System
Total System Lifetime Lifetime
For ins,,i _ _ insRSC.i	 — , insLCC,i---
For j = insvi insRSC,i insLC`,i
I- A-6
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For j =	 , ins„j	 insRsc,l	 , ins LC, , j
For j	 insRSC,i
	
, insLCC,i
F = Financing method indicator: 0 if mortgage; l if not.
i = Mortgage interest rate.
If F = 1 or if e = 1, skip the calculation of sffi M , crfi M p and mort, j.
MP =	 Mortgage period, expressed in years.
sfffMp =	 sinking fund factor. 	 (24)
crftMp - sff Xp + i = Capital recovery factor. 	 (25)
mortvj =	 Mortgage value function. 	 (26)
For j = mortvj =
For j = mortvj =
For j = mortvj =
For j = __ , mort,j =
Capital Cost Multipliers
Total	 Residual	 Life-Cycle Cost
(27)
	 (28)
	 (29)
For j =	 ccmvj	 , ccmri	ccmj
For j =	 ccmvj	 _ , ccmrj
	ccmj
For j = _	 __
	
ccm vj
	ccm,j	 cemi
For j =	 _ , ccmVj
	ccmrj	 ccmj —
1-A-7
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Z - Nameplate size of the system at capacity, in kWp
rl a Average system efficiency during year to
S = Total solar energy during year to , in kWn/kWp.
E = S Z n = Net electrical energy produced by the system during the first year of
system operation. (30).
In each year t:
Zr = Average nameplate size of the system, in kWp.
77; = Average system efficiency.
S r = Total solar energy, in kWh/kWp.
I
Z r	 —
nr
Sr
t
Z 
17;
	 —
S
(31) er = Sr Zr 77'r /E = Net electrical energy produced by the system in year t, for t < to
t
er—
	 —	 — -
	 —
t
er
L = System 'revitalization' period, in yrs.
1•A-8
a
PV of expenses:
(33) Repetitive
(34) Non-Repetitive
During the System
Total	 Residual	 I ifelinip
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(32) r►m - rlt Sr/r1S - Relative performance during mth year.
where m - t - to for to
 +1 < t < to +L
t
M	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8
nm
M 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
7m
t
M 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
gx
 = Growth rate of expenses, in
R Y	 = ( I +g, )/(1 + k) = Discounted escalation rate.
Xt = One-time expense in each year t.
t
XI	
—	
--
t
Xt	 – —
	 --	 -
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xe = Annual expenses when the system is at full capacity, in $,,/Yr.
0, = Relative growth in annual expenses from Y. to Yro.
Total Expense Multiplier:
xpmc, = Total (35)
rxpm = Residual (36)
xpm = During the system lifetime (37)
gd - Sellback energy price escalation rate, in %/yr. 	 I
Rj = (1 +gf)/(1 + k) = Discounted sellback price escalation rate.
0S - Relative inflation of sellback prices.
1
Sellback Energy Price Multiplier
bpm , = Total (38)
bpm - During the system lifetime (39)
rbpm = Residual (40)
	
Ige = Energy price escalation rate, in 7/yr.	 71
R , _ (1 + g, )/(1 + k) = Discounted energy price escalation rate.
m,. = Relative inflation of energy prices.
a	 Value of thermal energy produced in first year of operation, relativc to the value
of electrical energy produced that year (priced at p, the grid price).
a r 	Relative value of thermal energy produced in year t.
1•A•10
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Price Multiplier
Thermal Energy
Electrical Energy
Total
(41)rpm,
(44) spm,, _
During the System
Lifetime
(42) rpm
(45) spm
Residual
(43)rrpm
(46) rspm
O	 System resale indicator: 0 if the system is not sold at r = N. the end of the sys-
tem lifetime: 1 if the system is resold.
If I = 0 (system is not resold). skip the energy price inputs immediately following the reference to Equation
(53) on page 12 of this workbook.
(47) RS/. r = Revenue from resale of the system
at r -N =
	
; 0 otherwise
(48) TVAL r =	 TVAl.ir _ Tax hook value based on accelerated depreciation at ume r.
i
For j
I
TI'Al.ir
For j
I
--- —	
—
 
--
T t `Al.ir
	
- — - — -- - -- —	 —°
orj
TI"A1.rr
	
s:
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For j
t	 _
TYALtt
TVALt
(49) STVAL r = E STVAL1t = Tax book value based on straighi line depreciation at time t.
t
For j =
t
STVAL,t
Forj =
t
STVAL,t
For =
t
STVALit
For  =
t
STVAL,t
STVALr
(50)	 PUR =	 C/t tt = Purchase price of the system. (Note that the values of CI  tt are the tirst
values	 for each j	 in the CIjt calculations, which follow the reference to Equation (1) on
page 2 of this workbook.)
i-A-12
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RF = Fraction of depreciation `recovered.'
p = Depreciation recovered indicator.
y = Sellback price ratio. (This is not really an independent input; it must equal
JO/p — see the next input box.)
(51) OIN = Ordinary income obtained from resale of the system.
(52) CGN = Capital gain obtained from resale of the system.
(53) NRG = Net resale gain
P = Marginal cost of electrical energy produced by the system at t = 0 expressed in
St,
P = Price of electrical energy obtained from the grid at t = 0 expressed in $b /kWh.
.?P = Sellback price for electrical energy sold by the utility at t = 0 expressed in
Sb/kWh.
During the System
Total
	
Residual	 Lifetime
PV of Non-Sellback Electricity : (54) VE
PV of Thermal Energy (57) TH
PV of Electricity Sold Back (60) SB
PV of Expenses (63) OM
PV of Capital lnvesments (66) C1
Net Resale Gain (calculated above)
Total
(69) IVP 	 (if A = 0, without resale):
(70) (if A = 1, with resale):
(71) RSV	 Residual system value:
(55) VERSV	 (,16' T I' LCC
(58) THRSV	 (39) THr,cc
(61) SBRSV	 (62) SBt,cc
(64) OMRSV
	 (6 5) OM1 cc
(67) CI RSV 	(68) Clt,cc
NRG
i-A-13
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Break•Ev^n Analyses:
(72) n = System efficiency.
(73) Grid energy price.
(74) E = Energy production in the first year of operation.
(75)
 .f+'	 = Sellback price.
j^ = Relative price of capital goods of type j.
i
I,
00	 C = Break-even initial system capital.
(77)	 ('^ = f. (' = Allocated break-even component price.
i
( 7 S)	 ('j	 = Break-even price of component J =
I-A-14
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APPENDIX B. INDEX
e,
n .
Bold face type indicates the page where a verbal definition appears. Italic type indicates a page number where a
computational definition (that is, appearance on the left-hand side of an equation) appears.
A I-9 CILC i I-7;1-7
CIRW I-7;1-7J
bdep„, 1-10 ; I-10 CIRSV I-30;1-30
bpm 1-21;1-22 Clt 1-7; 1- 7
bpm" I-21;1-21 CIS/. 1-7; 1- 7
bschLCC,i 1-12 ;1-12 crf, MP I-14;1-14
bschRSC,i 1-12;1-12
bsch 1-11;1-12
°^ "DDB" I-9
0 1 I-15
"DDB",dep(A, DL,	 0) 1-10
QZ I.15 dep(A, DL,µ, 0) 1-9;1-10
Q3 I-15
",dep(A, DL, "SL0) 1-10
R4 I-15 dep(A, DL, "SKY', 0) 1-10
DL I-9
C 1-32
S . l-6
C. 1-6
C. 1-32;1-32
CW 1-6 E 1-17;1-17
ccm . 1-16 E 1-32
ccm 1-15 et 1-17;1-17
ccinvj 1-15 e 1-15
CG 1-27;1-27 n 1-17
CI 1-30;1-30 11 1-32
C1 1-6; 1- 7 rl,„ 1-18;1-I8
CILCC 1-30;1-30 n t I-17
1-8-1
n ,
F 1-15 O1N 1-27:1-17
ji 1-32 OM 1-30;1.30
OMLC'C 1-30;1-30
91 1-5 ON RSV 1-30; 1-30
81 1-19 OPR 1-6
gs I-19 w 1-9
q 1-19
y 1-27 P 1.29
p 1-29
i I-14 p 1-32
ills 1-13 1-29
insR SCJ 1-13 PUR 1-2'
ins 1-13 I-5
^S 1-5
i 1-5 1-5
1-19
A 1-5 ^S 1-19
^ 1-20
1 1-6
1. 1-17 r 1-14
1. 1-6 R
C
I-19 :1-1 q
R 1-19;/-IVs
1-9 R 1-19:1.19
mort,,, 1-14: / 14 rbprn 1-22:1-:2
.111 , 1-13 RF 1-27
p 1-9 R S 1.',, 1-26
N^ 1-9 RSL 1-26 ; b2Or
RS V 1.31
.1 1-5 mpm 1-25;1-2
N111. /-31 rtpnr 1-23.1-24
NR(; 1-28.1-'S rcprrr 1.21:1-.1
1-&2
p 1-27 tpm I-23 ;1-'3
tpmv 1-23 :1-23
S 1-17 tschLCC 1-13-.1-13i
s 
1-6 tschRSC.1 1-12 ;1-13
Sl 1-17 tschvl 1-12;1-12
SB 1-29, 1- 29 T VALit 1-26, b26
SBLCC 1-30; b30 TVAL, 1-26,1-26
SBRSV 1-30;1.30 r 1-29
sch(A. DI., "DDB", 0) 1-11 0 1-9
sch(A, DL, p, 0) 1-11;1-11 0i 1-9
sch(A, DL, "SL", 0) 1-11
sch(A, DL, "SYD", 0) 1-11 VE 1-29;1-29
SA, mtP 1-14 -,1-14 VF. LCC 1-29; 1- 29
"SL" 1-9 VERS` I-29;1- 29
spm 1-24; 1-25
Spin , 1-24;1-24
X
' e
1-20
STIAL if 1-26;1-26
X 1-19
STVAL, 1-27;1-27 '
XLCC 1-20
"S }'D" 1-9
RsC 1-20v t-9
X " 1-20
o^ 1 9 ,^
xp►rt 1-21;1-21
xpnrt, 1-21;1-21
t f 1-5
t . 1-5
Yn 1-5
t w 1-6
to I-5
CO
tdept.c,c.i I- i l; b I I
tdepRSC,i 1-10.1-11 Z 1-17
tdep ,i 1-10;1-10 I 1-17f
TH 1-29 3-29 ZVI 1-20
THt,CC 1-29;1-29 Zt Cc 1-20
TIIRSV 1-2911-29 LRSC 1-20
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